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Abstract

Dynamical systems theory is used here as a theoret-
ical language and tool to design a distributed control
architecture for a team of two mobile robots that must
transport a long object and simultaneously avoid ob-
stacles. In this approach the level of modeling is
at the level of behaviors. A “dynamics” of behavior
is defined over a state space of behavioral variables
(heading direction and path velocity). The environ-
ment is also modeled in these terms by represent-
ing task constraints as attractors (i.e. asymptotically
stable states) or reppelers (i.e. unstable states) of
behavioral dynamics. For each robot attractors and
repellers are combined into a vector field that gov-
erns the behavior. The resulting dynamical systems
that generate the behavior of the robots may be non-
linear. By design the systems are tuned so that the
behavioral variables are always very close to one at-
tractor. Thus the behavior of each robot is controled
by a time series of asymptotically stable states. Com-
puter simulations support the validity of our dynamic
model architectures.

1 Introduction

The problem of controlling and coordinating sev-
eral autonomous robots that cooperatively carry
a large-size object has received much attention
from researchers working on cooperative robotics
(e.g.[1,2,3,7,8,13]). The motivation is that such a
system of robots is very useful in industrial and civil
environments where material handling and trans-
portation tasks are required. There two general ap-
proaches for controlling multiple robots transporting
an object: (1)- centralized control schemes and (2)-
decentralized control schemes. The limited sucess
of (1) is due to communication costs, (2) is better
but there is a major difficulty: to control precisely
the motion/behavior of each individual robot is very
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difficult. From the point of view of a cooperating
robot the environment, which consists of the manip-
ulated object, the other robots and the world sce-
nario (static or dynamic), exhibits complex dynamic
behavior. The problem is exacerbated when the en-
vironment is unknown and no path is given. We
address here the problem of controlling and coordi-
nating the movement of two mobile robots that co-
operatively perform the task of transporting a long
object (e.g. a bar, a ladder) toward a goal desti-
nation in a two dimensional environment with ob-
stacles. Particular to our work, we investigate how
behavior-based coordinated/cooperative transporta-
tion can be generated by non-linear dynamical sys-
tems (or more specifically non-linear attractor dy-
namics). The work is based on the so called Dynamic
Approach to Behavior Generation [10,11] which pro-
vide a number of useful concepts.

We assume that the robots have no prior knowl-
edge of the environment and we choose a leader-
follower decentralized motion control strategy. A
leader robot drives from an initial position to a final
target destination. The other robot (i.e. follower)
takes the leader as a reference point, and must stear
so as to keep at all times the correct formation (i.e.
orientation and distance to the leader) that permits
it to cooperate with the leader in the transporta-
tion task and simultaneously avoid any obstacles that
may appear (see Figure 1).

The control architecture of each robot is structured
in terms of elementary behaviors. The individual be-
haviors and their integration are generated/modeled
by non-linear dynamical system and we use bifurca-
tion theory to make design decisions around points at
which a system must switch from one type of solution
to another [5]. The benefit is that the mathematical
properties associated with the concepts (c.f. Sec-
tion 3) enable system integration including stability
of the overall behavior of the autonomous systems.
Simulation results indicate that if the parameter val-
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Figure 1: Cooperative object transportation by two robots

in an unknown environment. By default the robots must

transport the object keeping a line formation. When due to

encountered obstacles that is not possible the follower robot

must change its direction of navigation appropriatly as illus-

trated.

ues are chosen within certain reasonable ranges, then
the overall system works quite well even in narrow
cluttered environments.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in the
next section we present the organization of the robot
team and the basic assumptions in this work. In
Section 3 we define and describe the behavioral dy-
namics for each robot in the team. Results obtained
from simulation studies are presented in Section 4.
The paper ends with Section 5 with a brief discus-
sion, conclusions and an outlook for future work.

2 The team of robots and their tasks

We briefly discuss the organization of the team of
mobile robots and we outline the basic assumptions
for this work. The simulated robots are based on a
physical mobile robot where the motion control ar-
chitecture presented in Subsection 3.1 has been pre-
viously implemented and evaluated [5,6]. Each sim-
ulated robot consists of a cylindrical platform with
two lateral wheels (see Figure 2).

The control and coordination of the two robots is
based on the following ideas: i) The behavior of each
robot is controlled independently. ii) The team’s
leader knows the target position. The task of this
robot consists in moving toward the goal while avoid-

Figure 2: Each robot has seven distance sensors mounted

on a ring which is centered on the robot’s rotation axis. These

are used to measure the distance to obstructions at the direc-

tions in which they are pointing in space. The simulated sen-

sors mimic the IR sensors mounted on the physical robot, i.e.

they have a distance range of 60 cm and an angular range of

30 deg. The robots are tightly coupled through a rotary and a

prismatic free joints as depicted.

ing collisions with encoutered obstacles. iii) The fol-
lower must “help” the leader to carry the long object
from the initial position to the final target destina-
tion. This implies that the task constraint of the
follower robot consists in steering so as to keep at
all times a correct formation (i.e. orientation and
distance to the leader). By default the robots must
transport the object side by side (i.e. line forma-
tion). However, due to the obstacles this might not
be possible. When obstructions are encoutered by
the follower it must then drive in “transition” and/or
column formation. Once it is possible it must re-
turn to the line formation again (Figure 1). iv) The
leader shares with the follower only its current path
velocity and heading direction. The follower does
not send any information to the leader. Our deci-
sion makes the task scenario more challeging for the
follower. v) Each robot has a free rotational joint
and a free prismatic joint. These are used to sup-
port the object. Additionally, these give important
information to the follower robot: a) From the cur-
rent angle of the free rotational joint the follower
knows the direction at which the leader robot lies
as seen from its current position and with respect
to the external reference axis (i.e. ψleader); b) dis-
placements (∆d) measured in the free prismatic joint
are used by the follower to know its distance to the
leader (d = ddesired + ∆d). vi) The desired distance
(ddesired) between the two robots is a function of the
size of the object to carry and we assume that it can
vary maximally ±10 cm (i.e. ∆dmax = ±10) from
the desired value.



3 Attractor dynamics for coordinated
transportation

We start with a brief review of the basic ideas of
the dynamic approach to behavior generation (see
e.g. [10,11,5] for more details): (1) Behavioral vari-
ables are used to describe, quantify and internally
represent the state of the robot system with respect
to elementary behaviors. For an autonomous mobile
robot moving in the plane, the heading direction, φ
(0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π rad), with respect to an arbitrary but
fixed world axis, and path velocity, v , are appropri-
ate behavioral variables. (2) Behavior is generated
by continuously providing values to these variables,
which control the robot’s wheels. The time course
of each of these variables is obtained from (constant)
solutions of dynamical systems. The attractor solu-
tions (asymptotically stable states) dominate these
solutions by design. In the present system, the be-
havioral dynamics of heading direction, φi(t), and
velocity, vi(t),(i = leader, follower) are differential
equations

φ̇i = fi(φi,parameters) (1)
v̇i = gi(vi,parameters). (2)

Task constraints define contributions to the vec-
tor fields, fi(φi,parameters) and gi(vi,parameters).
Each constraint may be modeled either as a repulsive
or as an attractive force-let, which are both charac-
terized by three parameters: (a) which value of the
behavioral variable is specified? (for example in the
case of φleader the specified values might be ψobs, ψtar

(see Figure 3) (b) how strongly attractive or repul-
sive the specified value is?; and (c) over which range
of values of the behavioral variable a force-let acts?
Thus, in isolation, each force-let creates an attractor
(asymptotically stable state) or a repeller (unstable
state) of the dynamics of the behavioral variables.
An attractive force-let serves to attract the system
to a desired value of the behavioral variable (e.g. the
direction in which a target lies for the heading direc-
tion or a desired velocity value for the path velocity).
A repulsive force-let is used to avoid the values of the
behavioral variable that must be avoided (for exam-
ple, the directions in which obstacles lie are values
that the heading direction must avoid).

The resultant dynamical systems may be nonlinear
and have multiple stable states (attractors). By de-
sign, parameters are tuned such that the behavioral
variables are very close to one attractor of the resul-
tant dynamics most of the time. Thus the behavior
of each robot is generated as time series of asymp-
totically stable states. The fact that only attractor
solutions matter can be used to design the layout
of attractors and repellers using the qualitative the-
ory of dynamical systems. Qualitative changes in

the behaviour are brought about through bifurca-
tions in the vector fields. Local bifurcation theory
helps to design the dynamics such that these quali-
tative changes are automatically made under the ap-
propriate environmental conditions (e.g. sensory in-
formation and shared information among the team
of robots).

Next, we built the behavioral dynamics, i.e. we de-
rive the vector fields of Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, for each
robot.

3.1 Behavioral dynamics of the leader

A. Attractor dynamics for heading direction.
As is illustrated in Figure 3, the direction, ψtar, in
which a target position lies as seen from the current
position of the leader robot specifies a desired value
for the heading direction. Directions, ψobs, in which
obstacles lie specify values of heading direction that
must be avoided.

Figure 3: Constraints for the dynamics of φleader are the

directions at which obstacles and target lie from the current

position of the robot, i.e. directions ψobs and ψtar.

If the direction, ψtar, in which the target lies, with
respect to the current position of the robot is known,
then a simple dynamical system that generates ori-
entation toward the target direction can be designed
that creates an attractor at that direction (see Fig-
ure 4):

φ̇leader = ftar(φleader)
= −λtarsin(φleader − ψtar) (3)

When the robot moves it must not collide with ob-
stacles. The directions in which obstructions are
detected must therefore be avoided. This can be
expressed by a dynamical system that repel from
these directions. Each distance sensor (i = 1, 2, . . .),
mounted on an angle θi relative to the forward direc-
tion of the robot, contributes with a repulsive force-
let (see Figure 5). The complete obstacle avoidance
dynamics reads:

φ̇leader =
∑

i

fobs,i(φleader) (4)



Figure 4: The direction φleader = ψtar is a fixed point

attractor (φ̇leader = 0 there with negative slope) with strength

λtar. Because target acquisition is desired from any starting

orientation of the robot the range over which this attractor

exerts its attractive effect is the entire full circle, i.e. from 0

to 2π rad. As a consequence, there is a repeller at the back , in

the direction opposite to that toward the target (i.e. ψtar +π).

Figure 5: A contribution to the dynamics of heading di-

rection expressing the task constraint “avoid direction of the

obstacle” is a force-let with a fixed point reppeler (zero with

positive slope) at the direction, ψobs,i at which an obstruction

has been detected. Every distance sensor (i = 1, 2, . . . , 7) con-

tributes with such a force-let centered on the direction in which

the sensor points. By decreasing the slope (λi) with increasing

measured distance, only nearby surfaces repel strongly. The

range of the force-let (σi) is limited based on sensor range

and on the constraint of passing without contact.

where

fobs,i = λi(φleader−ψobs,i) exp
[
− (φleader − ψobs,i)2

2σ2
i

]
(5)

Here ψobs,i is the direction in the world in which
sensor i is pointing. As the heading direction, φleader,
is defined relative to the same reference frame, the
relevant difference, φleader−ψobs,i = −θi is actually a
constant. This illustrates that the calibration of the
robot’s heading direction in the world is irrelevant.
The strength of repulsion, λi, of each contribution is
a decreasing function of the sensed distance:

λi = β1 exp [−di/β2] (6)

which depends on two parameters controlling overall
strength (β1) and spatial rate of decay (β2). The

angular range,

σi = arctan
[
tan(

∆θ

2
) +

Rrobot

Rrobot + di

]
(7)

over which the contribution exerts its repulsive effect
is adjusted taking both sensor sector, ∆θ, and the
minimal passing distance of the vehicle (at size Rrobot

of the platform) into account (details may be found
in [4,5]).

The target contribution and the contributions arising
from the detected obstructions all act at the same
time. The leader heading direction dynamics is thus
simply the sum over these:

φ̇leader = ftar(φleader)+
7∑

i=1

fobs,i(φleader)+fstoch (8)

More sophisticated control over activation and de-
activation of such contributions can be obtained us-
ing activation networks [12,13] but is not necessary
here. Since some of the force-lets have limited range,
this superposition is a non-linear dynamical system,
which may have multiple attractors and repellers
(typically few). By design the system is tunned so
that the heading direction is in a resulting attractor
of this dynamics most of the time (c.f. Section 4).
The stochastic force, fstoch, guarantees escape from
unstable fixed points (repellers). This is important
because it might happen that due to a bifurcation
in the heading direction dynamics, the attractor (de-
sired value) in which the heading direction was sitted
becomes a repeller (i.e. an undesired value).

B.Velocity control dynamics. Up to this point
we have only addressed the control of the leaders’s
heading direction. For this robot to move it must
have some path velocity, of course. As it moves, sen-
sory information changes and thus attractors (and
repellers) shift. The same happens if obstacles or
the target move (c.f. Subsection 3.2) in the world.
Since the heading direction must be in or near an at-
tractor at all times, for the design principle to work,
we must limit the rate of such shifts to permit the
robot’s heading direction to track the attractor as
it moves and thus stay close to a stable state. This
is possible by controlling the robot’s path velocity,
vleader, by means of a dynamical system

v̇leader = gtar(vleader) + gobs(vleader) (9)

where each contribution to the vector field is a force-
let that erects an attractor at the required velocity,
vleader,i, with strength, ci and range σv:(i = tar, obs)

gi = ci(vleader−vleader,i) exp
[
− (vleader − vleader,i)2

2σ2
v

]
.

(10)



The strengths, cobs and ctar, are adjusted such that
in the presence of strong obstacle contributions the
obstacle term dominates while in the absence of such
contributions the reverse holds (see [5,6] for details).

C. Hierarchy of relaxation rates. Finally, the
following hierarchy of relaxation rates ensures that
the heading direction of the leader robot relaxes to
the attractor solutions as they change due to varying
sensory information and that obstacle avoidance has
precedence over target acquisition:

λtar � ctar, λobs � cobs, λtar � λobs, (11)

The complete behavioral dynamics for the leader
robot has been implemented and evaluated in de-
tail on a physical mobile robot (see e.g. Chapter 4
in [5]).

3.2 Behavioral dynamics of the follower

To control the behavior of the follower we use its
heading direction, φfollower, with respect to an arbi-
trary external reference frame and its path velocity,
vfollower.

A.Attractor dynamics for heading direction.
In the absence of sensed obstacles the follower helps
the leader in the transportation task by keeping a
line formation as depicted in the top panel of Fig-
ure 6.

Figure 6: Desired orientations for the follower robot as a

function of the recquired formation configuration.

A behavioral dynamics for the follower ’s heading
direction that generates line formation taking the

leader robot as a reference point is

φ̇follower = fline(φfollower)
= fattract(φfollower) + frepel(φfollower)(12)

where each term defines an attractive force (i = at-
tract, repel)

fi(φfollower) = −λlineλi(d)sin(φfollower − ψi) (13)

where the first contribution, fattract, erects an attrac-
tor at a direction ψattract = ψleader + π/2−∆ψ. The
strength of this attractor (λlineλattract(d) with λline

fixed), increases with distance, d, between the two
robots:

λattract(d) = 1/(1 + exp (−(d − ddesired)/µ)). (14)

The second contribution, frepel, sets an attrac-
tor at a direction pointing away from the leader,
ψrepel(=ψleader + π/2 + ∆ψ ) with a strength
(λlineλrepel(d)) that decreases with distance, d, be-
tween the robots,

λrepel(d) = 1 − λattract(d). (15)

Because these two attractive forces are overlap-
ping only one attractor results from their superposi-
tion. The direction at which the resulting attractor
emerges depends on the distance between the two
robots. This is illustrated in Figure 7.

In the presence of a long obstacle or in narrow pas-
sages the follower must drive behind the leader (see
middle panel of Figure 6). A simple dynamical sys-
tem for the follower ’s heading direction that gen-
erates navigation in column formation taking the
leader as a reference point is

φ̇follower = fcol(φfollower)
= −λcolsin(φfollower − ψleader) (16)

which erects an attractor for φfollower directly at the
direction at which the leader lies as seen from the
current position of the follower (i.e. ψleader).

When moving around an obstacle as illustrated in
the bottom panel of Figure 6 the desired value for
the followers’s heading direction is ψleader + ∆ψ if
the obstacle is to the right or ψleader − ∆ψ if the
obstacle is to the left. An adequate and simple dy-
namical system that generates the time course for the
heading direction of this robot during the “transition
formation” reads

φ̇follower = ftran(φfollower)
= −λtransin(φfollower − ψtran) (17)

which erects an attractor at ψtran = ψleader+αobs∆ψ
with fixed strength of attraction λtran. αobs is a func-
tion that takes the value −1 if the follower detects



Figure 7: This figure shows the two contributions to the

line formation dynamics and their superposition for the three

different physical situations. fattracts and frepel are depicted

by the dotted and dashed thin lines respectively. Their super-

position, i.e. fline, is indicated by the bold continuous line.

Left: When the distance between the two robots is larger than

the desired distance the attractive force erected at direction

ψattract is stronger than the attractive set at direction ψrepel.

Their superposition leads to an attractor at a direction still

pointing towards the movement direction of the leader robot.

Middle: Conversely, when the distance between the two robots

is smaller than the desired distance, the reverse holds, i.e. the

attractive force set at direction ψattract is now stronger than

the attractive force at direction ψrepel. The resulting line for-

mation dynamics exhibits an attractor at a direction pointing

away from leader’s direction of movement. Right: When the

robots are at the desired distance the two attractive forces have

the same strength which leads to a resultant attractor at the

orientation paralel to the leader’s movement direction, i.e.

ψdesired,follower = ψleader + π/2.

obstructions on its left side or is equal to 1 if ob-
structions are to the right. In fact, from the sign of
the obstacle resulting forces sensed by the follower,
we can read off, if the obstacle is to the left or to
the right of the robot and thus be able to select the
correct attractor state for the heading direction of
this robot:

αobs(φfollower) =
{
−1 for

∑7
i=1 fobs,i(φfollower) < 0

1 else
(18)

where each fobs,i(φfollower) has the same functional
form of Eq. 5, i.e. it is a repulsive force-let that
would repel φfollower from the directions at which the
follower’s sensors detect obstructions (if these would
be used to generate obstacle avoidance dynamics in
this robot in a similar way as for the leader).

Finally, the complete behavioral dynamics of the fol-
lower ’s heading direction is governed by:

φ̇follower = γlinefline(φfollower) (19)
+γtranftran(φfollower) + γcolfcol(φfollower)

Where γline,γtran and γcol are mutually exclusive acti-
vation variables that, deppending on the sensorial in-

formation acquired by the distance sensors mounted
on the follower robot and the current heading direc-
tion of the leader robot (i.e. φleader(t)), determine
which component term of the vector field must dom-
inate the dynamics.

In the absence of obstacles the term fline must dom-
inate the vector field, so γline = 1,γtran = 0 and
γcol = 0 is required. Conversely, when obstruc-
tions are detected and the difference between the di-
rection ψleader and φleader is larger than 5 deg the
robots must drive as depicted in the bottom panel
of Figure 6, so the term ftran must dominate the
vector field (γline = 0,γtran = 1 and γcol = 0 must
hold). Else, if obstructions are detected but the dif-
ference between the direction ψleader and φleader is
smaller than 5 deg we want the robots to move in
column formation (middle panel of Figure 6), thus
γline = 0,γtran = 0 and γcol = 1 is desired.

A function that indicates if obstacle contributions
are present is the potential function of the virtual
obstacle avoidance dynamics for this robot:

Uobs(φfollower) = (20)
7∑

i=1

λf,iσ
2
f,i

(
exp

[
− (φfollower − ψf,obs,i)

2

2σ2
f,i

]
− 1/

√
e

)

where ψf,obs,i is the direction in which distance sensor
i of the follower robot is pointing, λf,i is the magni-
tude of repulsion from this direction and σf,i is the
angular range of repulsion ( λf,i and σf,i have the
functional form of Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 respectively).

Positive values of this potential function indicate
that the follower ’s heading direction is in a repul-
sion zone of sufficient strength. Conversely, negative
values of the potential indicate that the heading di-
rection is outside the repulsion range or repulsion is
very weak. Applying a sigmoidal threshold function
to the potential we get a function that ranges from
−1 to 1:

αpot(φfollower) = 2 arctan[c Uobs(φfollower)]/π (21)

Also, applying a sigmoidal threshold function to the
difference abs(ψleader − φleader) − 5deg:

α∆ = 2arctan[c (abs(ψleader−φleader)−5∗π/180)]/π
(22)

we can finally write the following functions for the
activation variables:

γline = 1 − αpot ∗ (1 + αpot)/2 (23)
γtran = αpot ∗ (1 + αpot) ∗ (1 + α∆)/4 (24)
γcol = αpot ∗ (1 + αpot) ∗ (1 − α∆)/4 (25)

At sufficiently sharp sigmoids (c sufficiently large)
this leads to the required term in the vector field of
the folowers’s heading direction dynamics.



B.Velocity control dynamics. The path veloc-
ity of the follower must be controlled so that this
robot keeps the desired distance to the leader at all
times. A necessary condition to help the leader to
carry the object with success. At each instant in
time the follower ’s required path velocity depends
on the path velocity of the leader (i.e. vleader(t)), on
the constraint to drive at a fixed distance from the
leader, and accelerations and decelerations must be a
function of the current heading direction of the leader
robot so that the appropriate formation configura-
tion can be maintained during movement. This can
be accomplished by controlling the follower ’s path
velocity, vfollower, by means of a dynamical system

v̇follower = γlinegline(vfollower) (26)
+γtrangtran(vfollower) + γcolgcol(vfollower)

where each contribution to the vector field is a
force-let that erects an attractor at the required
velocity, vfollower,i, with strength, ci and range
σv:(i =line,tran,col)

gi = ci(vfollower−vfollower,i) exp
[
− (vfollower − vfollower,i)2

2σ2
v

]
.

(27)

C. Hierarchy of relaxation rates. Finally, the
following hierarchy of relaxation rates ensures that
the heading direction of the follower robot relaxes to
the attractor solutions as they change due to varying
sensory information and varying information com-
municated by the leader :

λline � cline, λtran � ctran, λcol � ccol, (28)

4 Results

The complete dynamic architectures were evaluated
in computer simulations. These were generated by a
software simulator written in MATLAB. We modeled
the robotic platforms, based on the physical proto-
type in which the dynamic control architecture de-
scribed in Subsection 3.1 has been previously imple-
mented. In the simulation the robots are represented
as triplets (xj , yj , φj) (j= leader, follower), consist-
ing of the corresponding two Cartesian coordinates
and the heading direction. Cartesian coordinates are
updated by a dead-reckoning rule (ẋj = vjcos(φj),
ẏj = vjsin(φj)) while heading direction, φj , and
path velocity, vj , are obtained from the correspond-
ing behavioral dynamics. All dynamical equations
are integrated with a forward Euler method with
fixed time step, and sensory information is com-
puted once per each cycle. Distance sensors are
simulated through an algorithm reminiscent of ray-
tracing. The target information is defined by a goal

position in space (i.e. (xtar, ytar)). It is assumed here
that the leader robot broadcasts its current velocity
and heading direction to the follower.

A simulation run in a complex scenario which demon-
strates several features of the dynamic control archi-
tectures is presented in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows the
heading direction dynamics for each robot, at the
points showed in snapshots A, B and D.

5 Conclusions and future work

We have demonstrated how attractor dynamics can
be used to design a distributed dynamic control ar-
chitecture that enables a team of two robots to carry
a long object and simultaneously avoid obstacles.
The robots have no prior knowledge of their envi-
ronment. The behavior is generated by a time se-
ries of attractor solutions. Simulation studies have
shown that the robots’ behavior is stable and that
the generated trajectories are smooth. As the sensed
world changes the systems change their planning so-
lutions adequatly. The work described here imposes
of course further research. The complete distributed
dynamical architecture must be implemented (and
evaluated) in a robot team composed of two physical
autonomous robots. Next, we must generalize our
approach to larger teams of robots.
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Figure 8: Snapshots of a simulation run of the complete

system. The target is indicated by a cross. The robots are rep-

resented by black circles with a line indicating their heading

direction. Initially, the robots are placed as indicated in Panel

A. The leader moves toward the target location and simulta-

neously avoids the obstacle (Panel B). The follower starts by

steering so as to keep a line formation with the leader (Panel

A). When it detects the obstacle it turns right and steers so

that it follows the leader and simultaneously avoids collisions

with the obstacle (Panel B). Once the target is reached, the

target is shifted to the position indicated in Panel C, and so

on. The leader enters into the narrow passage. During the

movement through this narrow passage the follower keeps a

column formation with the leader (Panels C- E). Again, once

the target is reached, the target is shifted again, this time to

position indicated in Panel H. The leader always moves to-

ward the target and avoids collisions. The follower steers so

as to avoid collisions and to help the leader carry the object

(Panels E- G). Once it is possible the follower drives again in

line formation with the leader until the final target position is

reached (Panels G- H).



Figure 9: Heading direction dynamics for the two robots

when they are at positions depicted in snapshot A, B and D

in Figure 8. The black arrow in each plot indicates the cur-

rent state (i.e. heading direction in the world) of the cor-

responding robot. As one can see the heading direction of

each robot is always very close to a fixed point attractor (i.e.

a zero with negative slope) of the resultant dynamics (black

bold line). Panel A left plot: Since no obstructions are sensed

by the leader its resultant heading direction dynamics (black

bold line) is simply the target acquisition dynamics (ftar).

Panel A right Plot: since no obstacles are detected by the

follower the contributions for its heading direction dynamics

are fattract (doted line) and frepel (dashed line). The resul-

tant dynamics (sum of these contributions) is fline(black bold

line). Panel B left plot: Contribution of the sensed obstruc-

tions is the dashed line (fobs) and the doted line represents

the contribution of the target (ftar). The resultant dynam-

ics (i.e. sum over all contributions) is the black continuous

line. Panel B right Plot: Now also the follower robot senses

obstructions (indicated by fobs and Uobs). Because the head-

ing direction of this robot is inside the repulsive range (in-

dicated by positive Uobs at the value indicated by the arrow,

i.e. the current value of follower’s heading direction), and the

difference between the heading direction of the two robots is

larger than 5deg the dynamics is dominated by the term ftran.

Panel D left plot: Contribution of the sensed obstructions is

the dashed line (fobs) and the doted line represents the con-

tribution of the target (ftar). The resultant dynamics is the

black continuous line. Panel D right Plot: Here the follower

robot senses obstructions. Its heading direction is inside the

repulsive range (indicated by positive Uobs), and the differ-

ence between the heading direction of the two roots is smaller

than 5deg, thus the resultant dynamics is dominated by the

term fcol.


